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An introduction to Perseus: 

Functional Enrichment Analysis



Learning Objectives

1. To apply knowledge of functional enrichment analysis through 

Perseus data analysis

A. To be familiar with the basic functionality of Perseus

B. To be able to perform functional enrichment analysis
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Outline • Background
oSoftware - Perseus

• Demo
▪ Loading the data

▪ Filtering

▪ Exploratory analysis

▪ Loading annotations

▪ Differential expression analysis

▪ Clustering & Profile plots

▪ Functional analysis
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Perseus

https://maxquant.net/perseus/

Tyanova et al. (2016) Nature Methods 13:731–740 3

https://maxquant.net/perseus/


Summary 
of interface

Tyanova & Cox (2018) 4

Augmented data matrix format

Five 
interfaces

Experimental design is specified as 
annotation or numerical rows 

Multiple annotation rows allow biological and technical 
replicates to be analyzed together 

samples are displayed as 
columns Additional 

information 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7493-1_7


A typical 
analysis 

workflow in 
Perseus

Tyanova & Cox (2018) 5

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7493-1_7


Data Analysis using Perseus

1. Annotation

2. Filter / Extract

3. Expression profile / heatmap / cluster analysis

4. Functional enrichment analysis
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This tutorial is based on Tyanova S., Cox J. (2018) Perseus: A Bioinformatics Platform for
Integrative Analysis of Proteomics Data in Cancer Research. In: von Stechow L. (eds) Cancer
Systems Biology. Methods in Molecular Biology, vol 1711. Humana Press, New York, NY
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7493-1_7

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7493-1_7


Perseus Demo

▪ Loading the data

▪ Filtering

▪ Exploratory analysis

▪ Loading annotations

▪ Differential expression analysis

▪ Clustering & Profile plots

▪ Functional analysis
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Loading the data

Perseus software interface
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Workflow panel

Matrix information

Matrix
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Data transformation

Summary statistics
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Filtering

To remove all protein groups with missing values, repeat 
Filtering, setting the percentage parameter to 100
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Exploratory analysis

Tyanova & Cox (2018) 12

Histogram



Exploratory analysis

Tyanova & Cox (2018) 

Multi-scatter plot 
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Exploratory analysis

Tyanova & Cox (2018) 

Categorical annotation

Abbreviation of clinical  samples is as follows:

A- Lymph node negative case

B- Lymph node positive case

The prefix is followed by the serial number of the sample

H- Healthy duct

T- Primary tumor

M- Lymph node metastasis
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Exploratory analysis

Tyanova & Cox (2018) 

Hierarchical 
clustering 

Sample correlation
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Exploratory analysis

Tyanova & Cox (2018) 

Principal component analysis (PCA)
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Exploratory analysis

Tyanova & Cox (2018) 

Hierarchical clustering Multi-scatter plot 

Principal component analysis (PCA)
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Differential expression analysis
Normalization
Go to “Processing ➔ Normalization ➔ Z-score.” Change 
the Matrix access parameter to Columns and select the Use 
median option.

Differential Expression Analysis
Go to “Processing ➔ Tests.” From the menu select the Multiple-
sample tests as there are more than two conditions that are 
compared. The default parameters do not have to be changed.
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Differential expression analysis (II)
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Clustering
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Profile plots
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Functional analysis
Go to “Multi-proc. ➔ Matching rows by name.” Both Base and Other matrices point to the 
last matrix.

Click on Base matrix and then in the workflow window select the data matrix that was 
generated before filtering for ANOVA significant.

In the pop-up window set Matching column in matrix 1 and 2 to a common identifier 
(e.g., Protein IDs).

In the categorical columns section, transfer the category Cluster to the right hand-side. 
Click ok
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Loading annotations
Go to the drop-down menu indicated with a white arrow at the top left corner of Perseus and select 
“Annotation download.”

Click on the link in the pop-up window. Select the appropriate annotation file (e.g., “PerseusAnnotation
➔ FrequentlyUsed ➔ mainAnnot.homo_sapiens.txt.gz,” if the organism of interest is homo sapiens).

Download the file to the Perseus/conf/annotations folder.

Go to “Processing ➔ Annot. columns ➔ Add annotation.” Select the file from the previous step as 
a Source.

Set the UniProt column parameter to the column that contains UniProt identifiers. These identifiers 
will be used for overlaying the annotation data with the expression matrix (e.g., Protein IDs).

Select several categories of interest to be overlaid with the main matrix and move them to the right-
hand side. Click ok.
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Functional analysis
Fisher’s exact test

Go to “Processing ➔ Annot. columns ➔ Fisher exact test.” Change the Column parameter to Cluster and 
click ok. The resulting table contains information about all annotation categories that were found to be 
significantly enriched or depleted using a and multiple hypotheses correction
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Functional analysis

Hierarchical clustering Profile plots 
Functional enrichment 
analysis
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❑ http://coxdocs.org/doku.php?id=perseus:user:tutorials

❑ MaxQuant youtube channel
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https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7493-1_7
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https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.3901
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Happy Trying!


